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Sammanfattning

En dramatisk scen i filmens klimax kan påverka publiken starkt. Det finns en 
chans att massiva förändringar har skett i komposition från filmningen på plats 
till det slutgiltiga klippet som visas på vita duken. Det var inte en slump att just 
den scenen var intensiv.
Den här tesen utforskar kompositverktyg och metoder för att styra den visuella 
intensiteten i ett filmklipp genom digital komposition baserat på Bruce Blocks 
The Visual Story. Avhandlingen diskuterar kompositioner, visuella komponenter 
men också metoder och verktyg för att applicera element efteråt på rått 
filmmaterial som påverkar de olika komponenterna individuellt. Syftet var att 
utforska metoder för att styra den visuella intensiteten genom att manipulera de 
visuella komponenternas kontrast med hjälp av digital komposition. Detta 
uppnåddes genom att bryta ner de visuella komponenterna och sedan lägga till 
likväl som att ta bort element från det råa filmmaterialet. Detta uppnåddes med 
matchmove, masker, färgkorrigering och 3D-modeller samt blev resultatet 
betygsatt i slutet för att kunna bedömma klippets intensitetsnivå.

Abstract
A dramatic scene in a film's climax can have a big impact on the audience. There 
is a chance that massive amount of changes has happened in compositing for the 
final cut. There was not by luck the scene was intense. 
This thesis explores compositing tools and methods to control the visual 
intensity of a shot through digital compositing based on the theory from Bruce 
Block's The Visual Story. The thesis will discuss compositing, visual components 
but also methods and tools to apply elements on a plate that affects the different 
components individually.  The purpose was to explore approaches to control the 
visual intensity by manipulating the visual components' contrast through digital 
compositing. This was achieved by breaking down the visual components, and 
apply as well as remove elements on the plate. This was accomplished with 
match move,  masks, color correction and 3D assets as well as graded on the 
shot's intensity level afterward.
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1 Prelude
1.1 Introduction
Nowadays visual effects are a natural part of movie making and have become a 
staple in the arts. These effects can be invisible to the naked eye or completely 
obvious. The modern era enables us the possibility to capture ‘moving’ images 
and store them digitally which opened up a whole new world for the creative 
craft. However, due to the heavy technical aspects of the process, a compositor 
can easily become immersed in the technicalities rather than focus on the main 
goal, which is to create an appealing image. A compositor’s primary task is to 
make sure everything fits together and create the illusion that everything that 
takes place on the display is all part of a cohesive universe. Compositors have the 
power to either remove or add elements of a scene in post-production but 
everything they change will have an impact on the final image, perhaps change 
the overall feeling of the image entirely. A big part of their job is to seamlessly tie 
everything together and deliver a shot which aid to tell the story; a task which 
involves both technical and artistic skills. 

1.2 Background
While working with any kind of shot there is a certain mood or feeling that needs
to be conveyed, the question is how to best do so. The visual components are 
already there and affect the audience whether it is intended or not, therefore 
they should not be ignored but used. There are a lot of information out there 
about both visual intensity as well as compositing, however, not as much with 
visual intensity through digital compositing and how to achieve it. In order to 
have control over the overall mood of the piece, it is important to also have 
absolute control of the visuals.  A skilled compositor controls the basic visual 
components of an image to make them more visually appealing to an audience, 
homing in on the specific feeling that should be conveyed to aid in the dramatic 
curve. Without supervision, these visual components roam freely and can 
ultimately overpower the intended vision of a shot. Images affect people and it is 
a compositor job to control how. 

1.3 Issue and Purpose
This paper will explore compositing tools and a method on how to control the 
visual components in a shot through digital compositing. The purpose it to 
explore an approach to control the visual components with compositing and 
examine how the visual intensity can be changed in post-production.

1.4 Limitations
Since the focus is the image, there will be no focus on the intensity of the cuts 
between different shots. Visual progression and sound to create intensity 
throughout a movie are therefore excluded. Pre-filmed footage was be used 
which means the footage was not be primed for visual effects. Due to time 
limitation, the composited shot will be treated like a proof-of-concept and not 
polished finals. The concluding limitation is that only the elements of space, lines,
shapes, tone, color, movement and rhythm will be explored for compositing. 
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2 Theory

2.1 The Moving Image and Compositing
Brinkmann, Ronald and Ron(2008) mean that when a series of images project 
rapidly in a sequence it is called a film. The smooth transition with a persistent 
motion between each image creates the illusion of movement. [3] Today the 
techniques of film-making have evolved and film has proceeded into the digital 
realm which leads to a  heavy reliance on computers to aid the development of 
the final image.  In order to narrow down the subject, one can categorize the two 
visual manipulations fundamentals into 3D graphics and 2D graphics. 3D 
graphics, or ´´3D``, is an asset that exists in a digital environment that can be 
rotated and thus viewed from every angle. The 3D asset will be filmed using a 
virtual camera that moves accordingly to the physical camera that was used to 
film the footage, the footage commonly called plate. This will trick the viewer to 
believe the asset exists in the same universe as the plate. Even if it appears three 
dimensional it is simply a two-dimensional image viewed from a display that 
makes the asset appear as if in real life with mathematical simulations. After an 
asset is completed it will be rendered out to a fixed 2D image. 3D is not critical 
for compositing, however, 2D is the main pillar of compositing to shape the final 
imagery. 

2.2 Digital Compositing
A good but broad question is what can be done in digital compositing? First, a 
definition for digital compositing is in order. This paper will use the same 
definition as according to Brinkmann, Ronald and Ron (2008) in The art and 
science of digital compositing. It states as follows:´´Digital Compositing: The digital
manipulated combination of at least two source images to produce an integrated 
result.`` Together with the main plate, the compositor can add several elements to
drastically change the final shot to best aid the story and its dramatic curve. 
Wright (2008) states that essentially anything can be added or removed however
everything that is added or removed must be modified in a way that makes the 
shot seem believable. This does not mean that the viewer needs to believe that 
everything is real but rather that everything within the frame was shot with one 
camera. 

2.3 The Basic Components
Block (2008) wrote about the seven basic visual components.

2.3.1 Space
Space can have many different meanings depending on the context, but for this 
paper “space” refers to the space of the camera, the space within the frame and 
aspect ratio, as well as the screen's shape. The space within the camera can have 
four kinds of space; there is deep space which appears within a frame which 
contains depth. Lines which reaches towards a vanishing point, size difference 
textural/ aerial diffusion, overlapping, will shape the illusion of depth within the 
image. The second type is flat space which removes all signs of depth in the 
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image. This underlines the two-dimensional space which in turn give an entirely 
new feeling to the image. Next, there is limited space. It contains the idea from flat
space, with no vanishing point but still has planes on different levels that reach 
further back in the image. To keep the flat space it is important to reduce any 
movement towards or away from the camera. The fourth space is ambiguous 
space which occurs when not enough information is given to the location, hence 
the viewer is unable to recognize the area that the scene takes place. This can be 
done if there is no movement, unknown size relationships or just disorientating 
illusions.

2.3.2 Line
What makes the eye able to see lines are tonal differences or contrast in the color.
The real world does not consist of drawn lines. However humans are able to 
recognize lines in contours, points of interest, intersections of panels, limitation 
through distance, axis and tracks where contrast exists even if there are not an 
actual line.

2.3.3 Shape
Shapes can be visualized as both two- and three-dimensional since they live in 
spaces that can be either flat space or deep space. If a shape's unseen side can be 
predicted by appraising the visible sides only then is it considered a basic shape. 
Accordingly, the circle, square and the triangle are considered basic shapes. 
These three basic shapes are all associated with the different personalities 
assigned to them. The circle is usually considered to be friendly, passive and cute,
while the square is considered to be stable, industrial and solid. The triangle, on 
the other hand, is viewed as fast, chaotic and dynamic.  These traits are simply 
stereotypes which are useful guidelines but not set in stone since the 
associations may vary.

2.3.4 Tone
The tone is the lightness or darkness of a color. Tones that are far away from each
other can be in a crispy contrast while tones that are close to each other give a 
sense of harmony and calm. Tones greatly decide and shape the mood of a shot 
and are critical to control since the eye primarily is drawn to brightness.

2.3.5 Color
Color is the name of a combination of three components which are brightness, 
hue and saturation. Different colors give out different mood and associations.  
Colors that are interacting with each other can act differently and convey a new 
feeling than a single color. Even a color that is surrounded by black will appear 
brighter than if surrounded by white. Another type of color interaction would be 
placing a color next to its complementary, colors opposite to each other on the 
color wheel. When two complementary colors with the same amount of area are 
next to one another their saturation will appear increased. If one of the colors 
receives more space, the color with less space will stand out significantly.
In order to have more affinity in the image then analogous color are useful. These
are colors placed beside each other on the color wheel. Split complementary 
hues are when choosing one color and instead of taking its complementary color, 
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take its neighbors on each side. Three-way split takes three colors that receive 
the same equal distance from each other. Four-way split uses four colors that 
have an equal distance in the color wheel. There are a number of color 
combinations and to create a well-designed color palette it is important to take 
continuous decisions and not leave anything to chance.

2.3.6 Movement
There are exclusively three aspects within the frame that can move. An object, the
camera, and the audience's eyes moving towards different points-of-interest. A 
film subsists of movement, however even still images consists of movement 
within the frame. There are four elements in an image that constructs movement:
actual, apparent, induced and relative while actual movement is real physical 
movements. Everything on a display relays on apparent movements which are 
one still component in one moment and then replaced by another, making it 
appear as if it is in motion. Induced movement is the illusion which occurs when 
the moving object appears to be stationary and other objects that are actual still 
will seem to move instead. Relative movement occurs when an object does not 
move in relationship to the frame and the object appears to be in a fixed position. 
Furthermore, the environment surrounding the object appears to move in the 
opposite direction as the camera. 

2.3.7 Rhythm
Rhythm is perceived through sound, visuals, and feeling. The most common 
understanding of rhythm is from sound, however, the visuals and the feeling is a 
similar concept. Alteration and repetition is what is recognized as rythm. The 
composition is a conscious decision of the placement in the image and placement
of objects creates a rhythm. Any shape helps accentuate the visual rythm of an 
image. The more accented parts in the image and further irregularity will 
intensify its rhythm. Moving elements in the image have the possibility to shape 
rhythm as well.  The frame act as lines and when an object moves in or out 
through the frame it threreby creates repetition. Speed irregularity such as start 
and stop or direction diversity are also methods to build a rhythm.

2.4 What is Visual Intensity
Block (2008) also mentions that an audience’s reaction to a shot of a still lake 
will be minor since there is no big occurrence taking place. They are in a safe 
place and therefore the audience can relax without anything changing the 
emotional state. This is an example of low intensity in a shot. Furthermore, if the 
scene is eventful, fast-paced or suspenseful the audience reaction will reflect 
what is shown on the screen. According to Cambridge Dictionary, the definition 
of intensity is to feel strongly about something.[5] Another good point Block 
(2008) makes is that alarming occurrences in a shot will be intense making the 
audience react more strongly to the critical turn of events in the film. Visual 
intensity conveys what occurs on the screen. Visual intensity can be either low or
high in visual storytelling and can be controlled through contrast and affinity.
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2.5 Contrast and Affinity
When building up to an intense scene the structure of the visuals is the secret to 
success. The purpose of the visual’s structure is mainly to control the 
fundamentals of affinity as well as contrast. Affinity means similarities, while 
contrast is the counterpart of elements. All the basic components of the visuals 
that are: space, line, shape, tone, color, movement and rhythm can have both 
contrast and affinity. The contrast and affinity control the visual intensity and can
be adjusted for the desired effect to express the story in a suiting manner.

2.6 Visual Intensity vs Contrast
Block (2008) continued to mention that the visual intensity and contrast are 
connected, however, that does not mean they are the same. With the aid from 
contrast, it is possible to achieve visual intensity. A useful guideline can be to 
have in mind that the more contrast the greater the intensity level.  A 
professional director controls the visual intensity by using space, line, shape, 
tone, color, movement and rhythm to increase or decrease the visual contrast.

2.7 The dramatic curve
Another statement which Block (2008) made was that movies, commercials, 
documentaries or series are always built up in similar manners. No matter how 
great or small, the story has a structure that features: an exposition, conflict, 
climax and a resolution. The order might change, but it is always made up of the 
same components.  The visual structure can be shown in a graph.

Figure 1. Story structure graph from The Visual Story.[2]

This graph represents the time in a story and how everything intensifies towards 
the climax, where the intensity is at its highest. Usually, it starts off slow and 
gradually builds up in time for the resolution. Afterward, when the challenge is 
resolved it starts to tone down in order to wrap up the story. The same way story 
structure has a dramatic curve the visuals can be shown by a resembling graph. It
can be used to showcase the intensity of the imagery progress throughout the 
movie. This can be particularly useful when control of the visual intensity is extra
critical. With this technique, it is easy to imagine the visual intensity progressing 
in parallell with the dramatic curve. 
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A story starts with the exposition (EX), as it continous it begins to build a conflict 
(CO), by the end of the conflict where it is the most intense there is a climax (CX) 
and finally to wrap the stroy up there is a resulotion (R).

Figure 2.  Story structure graph (upper graph)and visual structure graph
(lower graph). From Block (2008), The Visual Story.
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3 Method and Material

3.1 Research Objective
The method's process was to create contrast in the visual components in a 
footage. This will help to establish how to affect all the visual components to set 
increased intensity to the footage. When all the elements of what should be 
applied were decided then the software NukeX was used to find approaches and 
tools on how to add elements to the plate. Afterward, a survey was performed to 
evaluate if the visual intensity actually was increased.

3.2 Visualizing the end product
All the elements that were added in the shot were applied to emphasize:

• The actor is ice climbing in the mountains
• Actor's foot slipped
• About to fall down into a certain death

Figure 3. Used plate for the method.

The first step was to prepare the shot for compositing. A quick mock-up was 
done in  Adobe Photoshop CS6. It was broken down into the different visual 
components:

• Space
• Line
• Shape
• Tone
• Color
• Movement
• Rhythm
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Each component got its own layer with the focus on the component alone and 
how it could construct contrast in the shot. A new sky, the mountain in the 
background, icicles from the snow wall, a rope, snowy weather and more snow 
falling down when the character slips were added elements. More shadows on 
the character along with rose saturation and increased contrast on the value. 
When each component was designed they were viewed simultaneously to 
confirm they all work independently as well as together. (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Mock-up for the contrast in the visual components.

 

3.3 Preparing the shot for compositing

Tasks that were handled early on were tracking the shot and mask out the 
foreground and character separately.  The footage was tracked and since the 
camera settings that were used to film the shot was unknown the node was set to
default. For masking out the sky, foreground and the character, different keyers 
were used.

• Snow was made with particles which were replaced with meshes in a 3D 
software.

• The rope was made with a hair simulation and an extruded mesh in a 3D 
software..

• The sky was a footage that got applied onto a card.
• The icicles was an image placed with the help from tracking and put onto 

a card.
• The mountain was also an image applied with the help from tracking and 

placed onto a card.

3.3.1 Space
The mountain was cut out in and placed on a card in a compositing program. The 
mountain got defocused and color corrected.
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Figure 5. Screenshot of a mounitan composited in background.

3.3.2 Line
The rope was a curve extruded mesh and hair simulated. It was playblasted out  
using the cameratrack created previously.
The icicle was an image that got masked out and color corrected to match the 
plate. The icicles image got placed on a card in 3D space.

3.3.3 Shape
As mentioned earlier, the mountain and icicles were added.

3.3.4 Tone
The value's contrast was pushed further with a color correct node.

3.3.5 Color
The color was color corrected and was merged with a blue tinted constant. The 
color correction included increased saturation and contrast that made the orange
jacket pop. The mountain's color was pulled towards a colder hue.

3.3.6 Movement
The simulated rope was added and more snow falls down when the actor slipped.
Snow tumbles towards the camera as well as snow particles made in a 3D 
software. Footage of the sky was put onto a card and got defocused.

3.3.7 Rhythm
As mentioned above, the updated footage with a new sky, mountain, icicles and 
the rope, all helpes creating an irregular pattern.
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Figure 6. Used node tree.

3.4 Survey form of the intensity of the footage
A survey was designed and distributed via the internet where respondents would
rate the produced image's intensity level from one to ten. One was not intense 
and ten was very intense. They are presented with two images, the first one is of 
the unedited plate which was referred to as Image A and the second one is of the 
composited material which was referred to as Image B. 

3.5 Method Critique
This method only tests space, line, shape, tone color, movement, rhythm and does
not explore if there are any other aspects involved. The method is also restricted 
to only one set of footage and scenario. The stock footage was not prepared for 
matchmove thus leading to bad tracking. There was also limited source materials 
which led to perspective errors with the sky and mountain. For the survey which 
was used, it only compared the plate with the final composited result of the 
footage.  The results may have been different if the visual components had been 
evaluated separately instead
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4 Result
The performed test resulted in eight different clips. Each clip focused on one 
specific visual component but also a final clip where all the visual components 
were used simultaneously. The screenshots below shows the results of the 
different visual components. Link to the moving footage of the finished result can
be found in the appendix.

Figure 7. The late of actor ice-climbing.

4.1 Space

Figure 8. Compositing space.

In this image, the mountain functions as a way to portray a world further from 
that of the foreground. A subtle aerial diffusion to add additional distance. 
(Figure 8)
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4.2 Line

Figure 9. Compositing Line.

All three elements, the mountain, rope and icicles form lines. Lines were added to
the snow to amplify the path towards the event, in this case to the character. 
(Figure 9)

4.3 Shape

Figure 10. Compositing Shape.

After the mountain, icicles and rope were composited together they generate 
alternative shapes to the shot. This produces additional squares and triangles. 
The shapes were highlighted to clarify the shapes. (Figure 10)
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4.4 Tone and Color

Figure 11. Compositing Tone and Color.

The entire shot got a blue tint while the jacket and boots received an increase 
saturation. At the same time, the value's contrast got boosted. The ice ax was 
independently masked out and decreased its brightnesss.(Figure 11)

4.5 Movement

Figure 12. Compositing Movement.

The movement was enhanced by placing falling snow and fragments of snow. The
falling snowdrop from both the left-hand side of the frame and from the actor's 
right boot added more movement within the frame. The sky footage also enlarges
movement from the passing clouds. For the last added movement we have the 
rope with dangles. (Figure 12)
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4.6 Rhythm

Figure 13. Compositing Rhythm.

The rhythm is similar to shape, they both get affected by all the composited 
elements since they all manipulate the shot's pattern. The rhythm of the image 
has been highlighted. (Figure 13)

4.7 All Components Together

Figure 14. Compositing all components together.
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Concluding with the shot uniting all the visual components together in order to 
amplify visual contrast to the overall shot. (Figure 14)

4.8 The Survey Result and Compilation

Figure 15. Survey Result and Compilation.

Image A was the plate and Image B was the new composited material. There 
where 61 people that answered the survey. Image A received an average at 4.9 in 
intensity level while Image A got an average at 7.8 in intensity level. (Figure 15)
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5 Discussion
5.1 Side Notes of The Method
The method worked comprehensive well with only a smaller amount of technical 
difficulties with tracking. Since the chosen plate was not filmed with 
consideration for tracking, with no tracking points and due to the plain 
environment, it created challenges to find good tracking points. Therefore the 
match move performed poorly. There was also minor issues finding suiting 
images of mountains in the correct angle, hence the perspective error. However, 
this is acceptable since this is more a proof-of-concept. 

5.2 The Plate of Choice
The filmed plate is a free stock footage from the web page Pixabay which 
portrayed a man who climbed a mountain. The original footage was cut down 
from frame 314 to 414 since there were where the event of the slipping foot 
occurred. The footage that was selected due to its dangerous event, however, the 
environment surrounding the character were calm. 

5.3 The Objective of the Thesis
The goal was to control the visual intensity of the shot by modifying the contrast 
in the visual components through digital compositing. The used method appears 
to have adjusted the contrast of the visual components favorably. 

  Figure 16. Plate.       Figure 17. Result.
This was indicated by the survey form where the composited result's visual 
intensity was increased. As mentioned in the method critique session, the survey 
only covered the original plate and the final composition. The complete image 
was evaluated but it also would have been an interesting factor to include the 
individually visual components in both the plate and final compositing. This way 
it would be possible to continue the discussion further with the visual 
components induvidually. That could have given a clearer view on what each and 
every visual components' effects are on the image.
Based on the answers from the 61 respondents, the average of the plate's (figure 
16) visual intensity landed on a score of 4.9 while the composited result (figure 
17) managed to receive an average score of 7.8. With the plate's score of 4.9, it 
already contained some contrast in the visual components. For example, the body
that formed a diagonal through almost the entire frame and also the dramatic 
camera angle were most certainly one of the greatest factors.
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Everything which was applied in the shot was to both create contrast in the 
visual components but also to clearly bring the story forward visually. In other 
words, all elements that were implemented served two purposes: accent the 
occurring event and setting and create contrast in the footage with the different 
visual components.

The mountain in the background was placed there to establish that the setting 
took place high up in the mountains. However, not only did it showcase the 
setting but also it created a background which extended the perspective and 
made the shot look deeper. The workflow to match move the shot and then place 
the mountain on a card work extremely well, since that particular angle and 
camera movement made the sky move together with the shot in a matching 
manner. There seemed to be a limit for the cards' reliability depending on the 
camera movement on the plate. If there were too much perspective changes then 
the 2D card would break the perspective, however, 2D cards can be pushed 
additionally with help from camera projections. The aerial diffusion and fog 
covering the mountaintop also improved upon a deeper feel to the shot. The 
reason the aerial diffusion was reduced and not removed entirely was to 
showcase the harsh weather condition. The replaced sky helped construct a 
more visually interesting pattern in the sky. This changed slightly the rhythm of 
the footage but also made the setting less plain. Since it also was a footage with 
the clouds moving, it contributed to the movement.

More snow which falls when the actor's foot slips was added to make it more 
apparent. The snow was made in a 3D software by using particles which were 
replaced with meshes which worked well for this specific purpose. 

The snowy weather was applied to build another obstacle for the character and 
by making it seem more dangerous whilst also pushing the winter setting. If it 
was a sunny day with a clear blue sky then the danger would have reduced. The 
snowy weather also forged a repetitive pattern that changed the rhythm and the 
movement of the image. When the tone and color's contrast got intensified the 
actor's orange jacket and boots pulled a lot more attention towards the actor. The
rope also stressed that the actor climbed whilst also creating extra contrast 
within lines, movement as well as rhythm. It did add a line towards the action but
the rope also represented a sense of security. It might have been better to leave it 
out entirely to remove the feeling of security however the rope also helps to 
enforce the action of climbing. Another option would have been to create a rope 
above the actor and make it fall down towards the camera. This would have 
shown that the actor's lifeline just disappeared and would have embedded the 
actor in further danger. That would also result in clearer storytelling. Some visual
components work together from just one specifik element. Take the rope as an 
example. It affected both line, shape, movement and rhythm, therefore, it is 
important to remember that if one element is added then it can alter several 
visual components. 

When the visual components were given extra contrast, they helped intensify the 
shot. There was a reason for why it not reaching level 10 in the visual intensity in 
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the survey. One hypothesis would be that the shape and line contrast where to 
minor. The shapes contained a fair amount of squares and triangles and to truly 
push the contrast there would have had to be a higher amount of circles in the 
shot. Though the lines did reach toward the main action of the shot, more 
contrast could've been added by extra irregularity in the lines as well as some 
crossing lines. Another factor that might have had a considerable impact on the 
result would be the colors. There is a limited number of color variations in the 
shot. The vision was to have the surroundings in a similar tone and have the 
orange character that pop within the frame. This lead to fewer colors in the shot 
and therefore a lesser amount color contrast. There was an attempt to add 
complementary colors using blue and orange, however, intention to keep the 
realism.

There were possibilities to force countless of different visual components to 
overflow the footage with contrast however that would overshadowed the 
occurring event, not to mention that the final image might have lost its sense of 
realism. Since the actor was surrounded by a white affinity environment it was a 
golden opportunity to push the saturation for the character's clothes to make the 
viewer pay attention to them. The affinity of the environment made an excellent 
contrast to the actor's vibrant warm colors. For this shot, there was only 
necessary to mask out the ice ax and push the darker values there. Otherwise, the
colors could be adjusted without any further masking. Another good contrast 
was the plate's camera. The first frames where sped up had some camera shake 
when the foot slipped and then switched to slow motion and a steady camera. 
This was an appropriate change of motion in the speed to create contrast. 

Almost all visual components can be changed within a good plate that can be 
camera-tracked and retrieve the camera information. The sky, the entire 
environment, and the actor can be changed with compositing or even replaced 
with computer generated doubles. Everything could potentially change given a 
good camera-track and camera information. The challenge would be if there are a
lot of shots, then the changes would have to happen on every shot for consistency
which would be very work and time consuming. For this specific footage there 
had been no consideration for tracking which led to poor camera-tracks. The 
given plate always contains a light source and shadows that can be difficult to 
change. Therefore, if a clear vision of the final product exists, then the light is 
good to decide beforehand to save time. This is important because all that is 
added in compositing must take the plate's light source into consideration. An 
additional element which is difficult to change in compositing is perspective. 
When the plate is filmed then the perspective is already set. To much change and 
the perspective will break and with it the illusion. Perspective can be used to an 
advantage and place lines in the shot to add or remove visual contrast. 

If this method would be explored more, then the compositor could make 
adjustments on several plates and only affect one visual component one at a time.
It could be done for perhaps five different shots. Each created with various 
approaches and then ask people to grade the different shots on their visual 
intensity. This would give a broader exploration and view on methods for the 
visual components and how it affects people on different levels. 
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6 Conclusion
Know the visual components and then make active choices in digital compositing 
to either increase their contrast or affinity to achieve controlled visual intensity. 
Compositing can be used to remove or add elements that affect the visual 
components that control the contrast within the shot. All 3D elements which are 
placed in the shot will affect several visual components. Therefore it is important 
to be aware if the element creates contrast or affinity in the different visual 
components. Masking or keying are excellent methods to remove elements to 
control the image's intensity. Color correction and grading are crucial as it can be 
used to change the image colors drastically and control both the color's and 
tone's contrast in a shot. Other useful techniques are to blur and defocus 
elements accordingly to match the plate. It will create a sense of motion or 
distance and by extent affect the visual intensity.

By changing the visual intensity through compositing it is possible to adjust the 
overall feel of the footage afterward. An unappealing shot with a slow pace can 
suddenly transform into an engaging shot with an extreme intensity. This can 
lead to a turn in the dramatic curve. Therefore it is possible to modify the 
dramatic curve after the footage is filmed.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Film Clips
              Link to final result of the compositing footage:

       https://vimeo.com/217747565
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